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FROM THE CHAIR
Dear Health Center Colleague:

Preparing for our annual NACHC Community Health Institute, we can be proud 
of our accomplishments. This past year we have faced the unrelenting pressures 
of a complex and changing health care environment. Yet, we have forged ahead. 
We have continued on course leveraging public investment and strengthening our 
capacity to meet pressing health needs in America’s communities.

The nation has recognized our leadership. This was reflected well in Congressional 
passage of an extension of the Community Health Center Fund. Today serving 
some 28 million people, more have come to see the value and contributions of  
our community-based health system of primary care. 

In visits to community health centers across the country, I have seen the huge 
amount of work now ongoing. Health centers are extending their reach opening 
new sites and integrating oral, vision and behavioral health into primary care. 
They are developing treatment models and innovative approaches in the delivery 
of patient care. They are applying the latest technologies to better ensure quality, 
effectiveness and cost efficiencies in operations. Moreover, working in collaborative 
partnership, they are moving to address a wide range of community health 
problems — including the epidemic of opioid addiction. 

Our progress attests to the hard work and commitment to mission of health center 
leaders, board members and staffs who believe we can all do better to improve 
the nation’s health. No less, it is the result of our unity in NACHC and collective 
advocacy on behalf of our patients and communities. 

Looking ahead to the new NACHC year, our goal will be to keep our health centers 
strong and vibrant and a priority in the nation’s health agenda. Despite good 
progress and the opportunities before us, we know there are threats on the horizon 
— not least of which are potential changes to Medicaid and another funding cliff 
soon approaching. The future will demand more from each of us. At the CHI we 
will begin a conversation as to what we must do to strengthen NACHC and our 
support organizations to ensure that we continue on a growth path — living up to 
our potential and providing the leadership and vision to carry us successfully into 
the future. We have learned in our long history — the future is ours to secure.

Sincerely,

James E. Luisi
Chair of the Board
National Association of Community Health Centers
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